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We always live up to the expectations of ourselves

It is always too soon to quit

Yes you can - if you think it, you can do it

Don’t be anyone less than you can be

Let go of self doubt

Its your destiny, you get to choose it

Change your life when you change your mind

Say yes to the big dream 











Leads







Think about the life cycle of your leads, what are the touch points of the journey, where is the value, what is 
the experience. Physical and virtual touch points.

36 Touch Point Campaigns:
Quarterly client events – buyer, seller, investment workshops 
Market update every month
Newsletter every month
Calls
Social Media

FB A-Z - send a direct message to your contacts starting with A’s, B’s then C’s. Nothing about Real Estate, 
make it about them

35% of Wendy Papasan’s business is agent to agent referrals

15 - 3 - 1  (15 minutes scripts, 3 hour lead gen, 1 appointment) 

Open house, referrals, portals, social media, door knocking

‘Add everyone to your database’ - Karina Loken $8m GCI



Create posts/photos that create curiosity
Keep it simple
Communicate in a way that reflects you
Be consistent
Mix personal with business 80/20
Your life in your story
Be relatable
People do business with people, not businesses 
Follow people with mutual interests and engage locally & in your neighbourhood
Have pure focus on 1 or 2 lead generation activities 

‘Tell your story – or someone else will’ – Cody Gibson – 1000+



Listings







10 dials to 1 conversation, 8 conversations to 1 appointment (measuring actions)

Numbers, benchmark, what does great look like? What you track improves

LA’s booked, LA’s attended, instructions, sales agreed, completions

Viewings booked, Viewings attended, offers received, sales agreed, completion 

‘You have no idea how big you can grow!’ – Cody Gibson 





Leverage



Think like a CEO -
Create Energy (Purpose, Plan)
Engage Talent (People)
Own Results (Profit, Philanthropy)

DISC to see how quick people respond, KPA for behaviour and thinking process

No award for doing it yourself, you need great people around you

There is a difference between taking your eyes off the business, and hands off the business. Leverage out 
soon. 

Grow your business for your people, not yourself

Slow to hire, quick to fire

‘Biggest mistake, not leveraging sooner!’ – Andy Peters $4.1m GCI



Admin – save three months pay only - hold back on holiday - invest in your business

Take a piece of paper, stick it to your desk, and write your not to do list… This creates a job description!

Choose to do the top 20%

Leverage outside of the business - nanny, gardener, cleaner etc

VA $3-5 an hour in Phillipines - repeatable tasks, social media

6 people in team but only 2/3 reports

Clear Value Proposition. Make sure expansion city makes sense and the culture is viable.

Future organisation chart

‘We are sitting in your admin’ – Wendy Papasan $2.8m GCI



























No one succeeds alone


